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1. INTRODUCTION 
For any integer n > 0 and any real fE L’(I) with I= [-1, 11, let E,(f) 
denote the error of the best L,-approximation tofwith polynomials of degree 
not exceeding n (let P, denote the set of all such polynomials). We are 
interested in upper and lower estimates of En- ,df) and particularly in its 
asymptotic behaviour as n tends to infinity. In the literature we found, 
besides the special function f(x) =x”, only two classes of functions where 
these questions have been answered to some extent: Estimates and 
asymptotic behaviour are given in [2, p. 3 18-3 191 and in [4, p. 42 ] for 
functions like f (x) = (a - x)’ with real s and real a > 1. On the other hand, 
the order of En- i(f) is determined by the inequality (see [9, p. 841) 
m, = inf If’“‘(x)] < 2”-‘n! E,-,(f) < sup ]f’“‘(x)l =M,,, 
up to a factor M,Jmn. Under additional assumptions on f@) there exist 
asymptotic results for the corresponding L,-error [6, p. 791. 
According to a theorem of Markoff (see Theorem 2 below), for a wide 
class of functions (including every f with monotonic (n - 1)th derivative), 
the error En- ,(f) is given by 
En-,V> = (l-1) 
* Supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
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where sg,(t) is a well-known unimodular function (see (2.2) below). The 
weakness of (1.1) stems from the fact that the smallness of the right-hand 
side of (1.1) depends on cancellation. If f@) is continuous, then partial 
integration or Peano’s therem [3, p. 691 yields 
jf ,f(t) sg,(t> dt = (-1)” - j’ W)f(“)(f> dt, (l-2) -1 
with 
1 
vJt)= (n- ])! I (t - u)“-’ . sg,(u) du. (1.3) 
The function Vn(t) turns out to be positive on (-1, 1) (Theorem l), and 
therefore (1.1) and (1.2) imply for every f with nonnegative fCn) that 
E,-,(f) = 1’ WV’“‘(f) dt, (1.4) 
J-l 
with a nonnegative integrand. If f(“) changes sign we still have the general 
inequality (see Theorem 2) 
I j ’ ~,(t)f”“(t> d  -1 < En-,df) <ifI v,,(t) If’“‘(Ol dt. 
In order to answer the above-posed questions with the aid of (1.4), we 
approximate V,(t) by simpler functions. Thus, we show (see Theorem 5) that 
V,(t) is of the same magnitude as 
1 1-P n 
m = 2 2 
( 1 
* { 1 + \/(fl + l)(l - t2)}, 
and that V,(t) deviates from (see (2.5) for the definition of y,) 
l-t 2 n+1/2 
V,*(t)=-.- - 2fi (n+Uy 
7c n. 1 n* i 2 1 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
by less than (n + 1) 8l-“/n!. As application we will handle functions like 
e ax , eax2, cos ox, xn+ m, and (x - t):- ‘. Typical results are 
2”-’ . n! E +,(ex) = 1 + 1/4n + O(n-‘) for n -+ co 
and 
E2n-2(ex2) =Eznel(eX2) = q & a { 1 + O(n-‘)} for n+ co. 
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Many of our results depend on a representation of V,Jt) by means of an 
integral (Theorem 4). We found it remarkable that this integral yields an 
explicit representation of certain trigonometric sums. Thus, we obtain, for 
example, 
‘F’ (-l)[ (cos-&)I 
I= -In/Z] 
= 2i-“(n + 1) 
71 
*I 
’ (1 - uz>n du 
- * 
-, 
1 2’-” + (-1)” 24*(“+‘) &ip. (1.7) 
2. NOTATIONS 
In the sequel n resp. k denotes a natural number resp. integer. The 
Chebysheff-polynomial of the second kind 
U,(x) = sin(n + 1) O/sin 0; x = cos 0 
has the n zeros x, , x2 ,..., x,, where 
Let 
where 
nk 
Xk=Xnk=-COS-, 
n+l 
for kEZ. 
sg,(O = t-1)” w u,(t), 
(2-l) 
P-2) 
sgw =~/bl if y#O 
=o if y=O; 
then 
s&(-t> = (- 1)” %,WY 
and (see [9, p. 72; 2, p. 941) 
and S&(-l) = 1, (2.3) 
I 
1 
tksg,(t) dt = 0 for 0 <k < n 
-I 
= (-1)” .2’-” for k = n. (2.4) 
For a > 0 let 
’ y, = 
1 
fir(a + 1) (1 - u’)~ du = B(1/2, a + 1) = r(a + 3,2) . (2.5 1 -1 
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We deduce 
yo= 2; Y ,,* = 742; (a+ l)Y,Y,+,,*=n. P-6) 
Equation (2.5) and Stirling’s formula [l, p. 257; #6.1.39] imply 
atf2yo -+ n112 as a -+ co, and therefore 
413 < ali2yn < 7r112 for a>l, (2.7) 
since a”‘y, increases for a > 1. 
We write x+ = max{x, 0) and define the function 
F(u) = f (-l)k exp(-rr2k2/o) for u > 0. w3) 
k=-cc 
This representation of F(a) is advantageous for u < 1 and yields, for 
example, F(o) > 1 - 2 exp(-z’/u) > f for u Q 1. Using properties of the 
theta-function [10, p. 4761 we obtain 
F(a) = fie-“/4 . f e-k(k+“o > ~~~-“~4. (2.9) 
k=-cc 
For any fE L,(Z) let p,=p,,+ I denote the polynomial of P,-, that inter- 
polates f at the zeros of V,,(x). M, stands for the set of all fE L’(Z) for 
which df-p,) sg, does not change sign on Z, and F, (resp. Fi) denotes the 
set of all fE L’(Z) that are representable in the form 
f(x) =P(X) +j’, (y’;,!’ &(O~ 
where g(t) is of bounded variation (resp. increasing) on Z and p(e) E P,- , . 
Note that fE F,+ means that f(‘-‘) increases (fCnP2) being absolutely 
continuous), and we have 
F,+ CM,. (2.10) 
This is trivial if n = 1. Let therefore n > 2. We may suppose p(x) = 0 and 
g(-1) = 0. We may further suppose that g(f) is strictly increasing (the 
general case then follows by approximating (t) by g(t) + e(t - 1)). Then 
f-p, has exactly n roots, each of which is simple. Otherwise 
I x g(t) dt-(a,x +b) =f(n-2)(X) -py2yx) -1 
would have at least three roots y, < y, < y3. This would imply l/(y2 -y,) 
I,‘; g(t) dt = l/(y, - y2) j,‘; g(t) dt, and thus g(t) = constant on ( y, , y3) since 
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g(f) increases. We remark that df-p,) sgn U, > 0 for fE Fi. This follows 
from the special example f(x) = x” by means of a homotopy argument. 
3. SOME ELEMENTARY RESULTS 
From (1.3) we deduce for t E I: 
for O< k < n; 
= %“(O for k=n and t#x,,x, ,..., x,, (3.1) 
and this yields immediately statements about the zeros of V,(t) and its 
derivatives. 
THEOREM 1 (Properties of the Peano-kernel V,,(t)). 
(a) V,(t) is an euen function. 
(b) V 0 < k < n: Vi”(t) has exactly k zeros on (-1, 1). 
(c) V,(t) is positive on (- 1, 1) and strictly increasing on [- 1, 01. 
Proof (a) This follows from (1.3) since (2.3) and (2.4) imply 
I-’ (-I - uy sg,(u) du =J-’ (4 + uy sg,(-u) du -I 1 
=-- 1^ ’ (t - uy- ’ sg,(u) du I 
= I :, (t-u)“-‘sg,(u)du. 
(b) Equation (3.1) and (a) imply that +l and -1 are zeros of V,(t) of 
order (n - 1). Using Rolle’s theorem k times, we deduce that v’,k’(t) has at 
least k zeros on (-1, 1). Suppose now that V!“(t) has more than k zeros on 
(-1, 1). Then (again by Rolle’s theorem) V:-“(t) possesses at least n zeros 
on (-1, 1). But L$,“-“(t) is a piecewise linear function, that vanishes for 
t = f 1 and which consists of (n + 1) linear (and nonconstant) pieces; 
therefore V(=‘- ‘l(f) has at most (n - 1) zeros on (-1, 1). 
(c) By (2.3) we have sg,(t) = 1 for t < x, , and therefore (using (1.3)) 
V,(t) > 0 for -1 < t <x1. Because of (b) we deduce V,(t) > 0 on (-1, 1). 
Since V,(t) is an even function, the zero of V;(t) is x = 0. Since ?‘,(--I) = 0 
and V,(t) > 0 on (-1,l) we have V;(t) > 0 on (-l,O). 
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Next we state the above-cited result of Markoff and some consequences of
it. 
THEOREM 2 (Representations and estimates of En- ,(f)). 
(4 E,-,(ff)>,ll',f(t)sg,(t)dtl iff~W). 
@I work!) E,-,(f)= Ilf-Pfll, = IS'*f(~)sg"(o~~l VfE M,. 
(~1 E,-,(f) = ll', v,(t) &WI iffE M,f-'F,. 
(4 II k 1 v,,W &WI < En - ,(f> < J!, Vn(O I &WI Vf E F,. 
Proof: (4 E,-,df)=llf-P*lll~IS~l df-r)*bg,I=l.k,fi~,l with 
p* E P,- i and the use of (2.4). 
(b) See [2, p. 911. 
(c) If q(t) is integrable and g(f) is of bounded variation on I, then 
(l dx q(x) IX (x - ,>,-I dg(t) = 1’ dg(t) 1’ (x - t)“-’ q?(x) dx, (3.2) -I --I --I I 
and therefore (use (2.13), (2.4) and (1.3)) 
j' sg,(x>f(x)dx= (-1)" j' ~,(t>&W for fEF,. (3.3) --I -I 
This and (b) imply the proposition. 
(d) The left inequality is an immediate consequence of (a) 
and (3.3). Let f(x) =p(x) + I?, ((x - t)“-‘)/(n - l)!) dg(t). Put h(x) = 
I”, ((x - t)“-‘)/(n - l)!) ]dg(t)] . Then h f f E F,+ c M,, and therefore 
We deduce 
If@> -P&w IW) -P*,nWl for -l<x< l? 
and therefore 
E.-~~f~~llf-~~ll,~ll~-~~ll~=En-,(~)=jf, vn(t>I&dt)l. 
We continue with an alternative representation of V,(t). 
PROPOSITION 1. Zfn>luand-l,<t<l,then 
n!V,(t)=(t+1)“+2 c (-l)k(f-Xk)n+. 
k=l 
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ProoJ: By (2.2) and (2.3) we have 
s&(u) = (1 + u)“, + 2 ,f (-l)k (u -x,)“, for ~#x,,x ,,..., x,, 
k=l 
and therefore (1.3) implies 
(n-l)! V,(f)=j;, (t-u)“-‘du+2 ,f (-1)“1’ (t-u)“-‘du. 
k=l Xk 
x&t 
Remark. Since (t - xk): decreases in k, we have 
n! VJf) ( (1 - It])” for -1 <t< 1. (3.4) 
We conclude with some lower estimates of V,,(t). 
THEOREM 3 (Quantitative lower estimates of V,(t)) 
Pro@ (a) The nth Legendre-polynomial is given by [ 1, p. 334; 
#8.6.18] P,,(x) = 1/(2”n!) (d”)/(dx”)(x* - 1)“. Using IP,(x)j < 1 for 
-1 4x4 1, and ~~lxmPn(x)dx=O for O<m < n, we obtain for anyfwith 
nonnegative continuous f(“) : 
Since f(*) is an arbitrary nonnegative continuous function, the proposition 
follows. 
(b) We have [ 1, p. 785; #22.11.4] 
&i=z) U”(X) = tn + 1wa-1)" d"(I -x2)"t1/2 
2”.+ ‘I’@ + 3/2) dx” 
= tn + 1X--1)” Y,, d” 
n! 2”+’ -p (1 - X*)n+“*. 
640/37/3-6 
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Using I!, vTTF U,( x xm dx = 0 for m < n [ 1, p. 774; f22.2.51, and ) 
IU,(x)dCZl=(sin(n+ l)Ol< 1 for -1 <x< 1, 
we deduce for any f with nonnegative continuous f (“): 
c I I V,(t)f'"'(t) dt >, -I -If(4 W)d-dx 
= tn + l)r, 
n! 2”+’ 
(1 -X2)fl+9+I)( x x. )d 
(c) Add the inequalities (a) and (b) and use (2.9). 
4. AN INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF V,(t) 
THEOREM 4. For -1 < t < 1 and n E N we have 
v”(t) = 
ProoJ Let xI < t < x,+ r. Proposition 1 yields 
n! V&) = (t - XJ + 2 i (-l)k (t-x$ 
k=l 
= (n + 1) . 2’-” c Res,(z), 
Rer<f 
since the rational function 
(4.1) 
F(z) = 
(z” - 2zt + 1)” = z”(z + l/z - 2t)” 
1 _ Z2(n+ I) 1 _ Z2(nt 1) 
has poles exactly at the 2(n + 1)th roots of unity and since (put 
zk = - exp(krri/(n + 1)) the corresponding residues are given by 
Res,(z,) = 
z; . 2n(Xk - t)” - z;+12yXk - t)” 
-2(n + l)z:“+’ = n+l 
= (-‘jk 2”-‘(t - Xk)n = Res 
n+l 
tzkj 
F ’ 
Let I-, , r,, and r, be paths that join t - i dm with t + i dm, where 
TI is a straightline, I’2 lies outside the unitcicle, -1 is positively encircled 
once by r, - r,, and r, is the image of -r2 under the mapping z E+ l/z. 
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Since J’( l/z) = -z’F(z), the substitution z = l/u implies 
j 
-rz 
F(z) dz = j F(z) dz, (4.2) 
r3 
and therefore (4.1), the residue theorem, (4.2), and Cauchy’s theorem yield 
nf p7 (t)= @ + l) 2-” 
* n ni 
F(z)dz= @+ 1)21-” 
ni (4.3) 
This implies the desired result by putting z = z(u) = t + iu &?? By 
continuity we get the desired result for t E {xk 10 < k < n} too. 
Since (z’ - 2zt + 1) vanishes at the endpoints of r,, we obtain by 
differentiating (4.3) with respect o t for 0 < k < n: 
(n - k)! c”(t) 
(1 - U2)n-k (t + iu dC7)’ du 
1 - {t+ iu &7}2(n+1) * 
For t = 0 and k = 2m < n we obtain, by comparing with Theorem 3: 
y (-1)‘. ~cos~~‘-2m 
I= -In/21 
and especially (for m = 0) (1.7). 
We remark that Gould [5] proved 
,=‘g,, (-1)’ (cos $$-)‘+I = (n + 1) 2-” 
an identity that is equivalent o I’?, V,(t) dt = 2-“. 
For -l<t<1 and o<p<7c the partial sums of 
cJYO {t + id= cos pj2jcnt ‘) are dominated by 2/((1 - t2) sin’ o). Using 
in Theorem 4 the substitution u = cos rp, we obtain 
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2(n + 1) 
VnW = * 2” 
(1 -t*)“+“* 
I 
n (sin (P)~“+ ’ 
I du, n. 0 1 -(t-~Fzcosq?)*(~+‘) 
{t + dmcos q}*j”‘+‘) drp, 
and therefore [ 1, p. 784; #22.10.10, and p. 777; #22.4.2] the following 
expansion in Gegenbauer polynomials. 
PROPOSITION 2. 
V,(t) = 
2ni2 
2n + 1 
( ) 
(1 - ?)“+I’* F C:i”&:),,(t) 
n. I 
x j=O C$:n:)l,(l> 
n 
holdsfor -1 < t < 1 and n E IN. 
5. THE MAGNITUDE OF V,(t) 
Put(n>l;-l<t<l) 
v,(t) = v,*(f) - i 1 + R”Wl (5.1) 
with 
(1 -u*)” {t + iu dnj2(n+‘) du 
1 - {t + iu JT-Tz}*(“+l) ’ 
and therefore 
LEMMA 1. (n> 1; -1 <t < 1.) 
(a> IJLWI < lb41 - t*>, 
(b) Y” . I&,(t)1 Q 8 . {4(1 - t*>}-“, for t’<f 
< 2t2’“-“/(l - t2), for t”>f. 
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Proof: (a) Since O<b<l implies l-b”+‘>((n+l)(l--b)b”, we 
deduce from (5.2): 
Ynl~“(t)l~(n+1;1~t2) I, 
I 
(1 -Up”- {t’ + u2(1 -t2)} du 
< 
1 2n + 1 
(n + l)(l - t2) Yn-r = 2n(n + l)(l - t*> * yrf* 
(b) Using 
1 -u2 1 -u2 1 
1 - (t2 + u2(1 - t2)}“+’ G 1 - {t2 + #2(1 - t2)) =1-- 
we obtain from (5.2): 
Yn IUOI G j$,’ {(l - U2)(P + u2[1 -PI)}“- du. (5.3) 
1 
This gives the desired result by estimating the integrand in (5.3) by its 
maximal value; this integrand is maximal for 1 - a2 = l/(2(1 - t’)) if t2 < 4, 
and for u=O if t”>f. 
THEOREM 5. (n>l;-1 <t< 1.) 
(a) 3 U4 < UO < 3%). 
with 
rp(t) = t, for t2<+ 
= t’( 1 - t2)/2, for t’&. 
Proof: (a) The left inequality was stated in Theorem 3(c). Let 
t2 < 1 - l/n and thus n > 2. Then (5.1), Lemma la, (1.5), (1.6), and (2.7) 
yield (observe V,*(t)/v,,(t) \ in t2) V,(t) < 2V,*(t) < 3pJt). Let now 
t2 > 1 - l/n, and thus n(1 - ]t])/(l + It]) < (1 + 1 t])-2 < 1. Using (3.4) we 
obtain 
v,(t) = vn(-lfl) G (1 - IW n! = (q (gj& 
< F”(f) * 
( 
l--Jr] n 
1 + ~ 
1 +I4 1 
< VJt)exp (n*) < 3F&). 
(b) This follows from (5.1), (1.6) and Lemma l(b). 
640/37/3-l 
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6. THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF V,,(t) 
In this section we will determine a rather simple function *V,,(t) with 
V,(t) = *V,(t) - { 1 + 0(1/n)}, where O(.) is independent of n and t. We start 
with a simple consequence of Lemma 1 (use (2.7)). 
LEMMA 2. V”(f) = V,*(t) * ( 1 + R,(t)} with 
Remark. Similarly one obtains I R (t)l < ck . n -’ for It I< 1 - (k + 1) x 
log n/n, and even R,,(f)= O(fie- “) for ItI < 1 - l/fi. Next we will P 
show that (1 - Itl)“/n! is a good approximation for V,(t) in the 
neighbourhood of 1. 
LEMMA 3. 
V (t) = (’ -“I)” (1 + r n n! n 
(t)) 
with 
1 
I r,Wl G - 
1 
n for 1 >Itl>l- (n+ 1)logn and n’2* 
Proof: Since V,(t) is an even function, we may suppose t < 0. 
(1 - cos x) . x-* decreases on [0,7r/2], and therefore 
(2/n)* Q (1 - cos x) x-2 < ; for [xl< 7r/2. (6.1) 
Proposition 1 represents V,(t) by an alternating series and implies 
IrnWl = 
n! V,(t) 
(1 _ lt,>” -1 jG2 ($$I: for -1 <t<O, 
and by (6.1) we have (for xi < t ,< -1 + l/((n + 1) log n)) 
(s)‘= (l-s]“<exp]-n*/ 
< exp 
I 
-4n 
(n + 1)’ (1 + t) I ‘SO 
Remark. Similarly one obtains r,(t) < nek for ItI > 1 - l/ 
(k(n + 1) log n) and n > 2 and even jr,,(t)1 < e-fi for _{ tJ > 
1 - (n + 1)-3’2. 
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THEOREM 6. For n > n, and ItI < 1 we have 
V,(t) = *v”(t) * { 1 + 0(1/n>} 
with 
*v”(t) = V,*(t) 
3 log n 
if (t(<l-y-y, 
= (1 -IW 1 
if Itl>l- (n+ 1)logn’ 
= ($)n-$e”@ !F(o)+$\ else, 
where 
a=(n+ l)(l-t2), 
and 
ProoJ: It remains the case when 
[ 
1 
fE -1+ 
3 log n 
(n+ 1)logK1+x- ’ 1 
which implies (for n > 3) 
1 _ 3 1% n -<t2<1- 
1 
n+l (n+ 1)logn’ 
(6.2) 
We write V,,(t) = l/(n!)(( 1 - t2)/2)” . F,(o) with (according to Proposition 1) 
~,(a)= (‘!I”) )’ + 2 f (--I)~ ( 2t;I;:)+ )‘. (6.3) 
We have to handle terms of the form 
with 
tt=tfk= 
2(1 - cos Wk) 2 - z - 2 j/iz - 9 
Z Z 
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where 
u Z=-=l.-f* and 
nk 
n+l 
wk=-. 
n+l 
Because of (6.2) we may restrict our considerations to l/log n < u < 3 log n. 
Furthermore, we suppose n > n,. By (6.1) we have 
O<z<$, and Vk > wz - ZP (6.4) 
Put 1 := [2 d-1 + 1. We have by (6.4) 
Xl- ,< 4 and WJZ > T 
and therefore (6.4) implies z ’ qI > wf/3, and 
(1 - vI): < exp(-nq,) & exp(-nwf/(3z)) < K4. (6.5) 
Now we consider 0 < k < 1. We have 
and 
wgz < a and I qkl < max(w:/z, 42) < $, 
qk = w;/z -z/4 - z*/8 + O(w;/z + z’). 
We deduce 
log(l-q,)= a-w;z-I 
I 
+ &z2++w;-+w:z-2 
I 1 
+ O(z3 + w;z-3), 
and (write n log(1 - qk)) = (n t 1) log(.**) - n log(...)) 
(1 _ qk)" = eo/4e-k2nzlu (1 t& 1 3u;;8u tk2n2++) 
-$/+o(!!$y, 
and 
I 
I-1 
e --O’4 * (1 - t,&,)n + 2 c (-l)k (l - td” 
k=l I 
= ,& (-1)k Ck++ (1 + & 1 3°23; go 
tk2n2 (~+~)-$/)+O(n-210g4n) ,zm e-k2nz”’ 
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= F(u) + --& I( 3uz;8u)F(4 
+ kEzm (-l)ke-k2n2/o 
+ O(log5n/n2), 
since CF= --oo e-k2”21” = 0(1 + \/;;) and (for example) 
Using (6.5) and 
F’(u) = 2 (-l)k k2,&-2e-@‘+ 
k=-m 
and 
(o’F’(u)) = fj (-l)k k4~4u-2,-k2n*‘o, 
k=-cc 
we obtain 
F,(u) = e”‘“(F(u) + G(u)/(n + 1) + O(n-* log’ n)). 
This implies the assertion, since we have F(u) > ,-3’4 by (2.9), and 
G(u) = O(log2 n) by ukFGk’(u) = O(1) for k = 1,2 (note that uF’(u) and 
(u*F’(u))’ are alternating series with bounded terms). 
Remark. From (2.8) and (2.9) one may obtain 
F’(u) = F(u) - 0(1 + u-l), and F”(u) = F(u). 0(1 + a-‘). 
This yields G(u) = F(u) . 0(1 + u2), and thus 
+ $ (1 + W/n)) = F(u). (1 + 0((1 + u’)/n)) 
= k(u) . (1 + O(n-’ log2 n)). 
7. EXAMPLES 
If f is continuous, then, according to a theorem of Jackson [ 9, p. 691, the 
minimizing polynomial is uniquely determined. Therefore, the minimizing 
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polynomial of a continuous function f is even iff is even, and odd iff is odd. 
This result and [2, p. 941 En- i(x”) = 2’-” imply 
Ep2(x”) = En-,(x”) = 2’-“. (7.1) 
LEMMA 4. g(x2)EM2,, andxg(x2)EM2,,+, ifg’“‘(x)#O on [0, 1). 
ProoJ Put f(x) = g(x’). We shall show that f -p,,2n--l has exactly the 
zeros x2n,l; x2n 2; ..-;x2n,2n, and changes sign at these points. Note that 
x2n,k # 0. Since jis even, pf,2n-1 is even too. If 
n-1 
f-Pf,2,-,=dx2)- c ap2k =&x2)-P,-,(X2) 
k=O 
had another zero or a multiple zero on (-1, l), then g(u) - pn- ,(u) would 
have at least (n + 1) zeros on [0, 1). This is impossible by Rolle’s theorem. 
The function xg(x’) may be handled similarly. 
Next we collect some identities and inequalities. 
LEMMA 5 (k denotes a nonnegative integer.) 
(a> i 
I 
V,(t) dt = 2’-“/n!. 
-1 
tb) 
(cl 
I 
1 
v,*(t) . t2k dt = 21-n-2k (2k)! (n + 1) 
-1 k!(n + k + l)! * 
I 
1 - (2k)! 
--I 
V,,(t) - tzk dr = 71. 2-“-2k k!(n + k + l)! 
)(d=+ 1 
I Yn Yn+k+ll2 
(d) j’ IV,,(f)- V;(t),t”dt$qs. 
--I 
Proof: (a) Apply Theorem 2(c) to the function f (x) = x” and use (7.1). 
(b) Using (1.6), (2.5) and (for a, ,8 > 0) 
(1 -r2)at24dt=B a+ 1,8++)= 
T(a+ l)UJ+t), (72) 
r(a+b+:) . 
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we obtain 
( 
1 
v,*(t) . t2k dt = 
2’-“(n + 1) Z-(i) Z-(n + 1) Z(n + ; Z(k t 4) 
-1 II + n! r(n t 4) . r(n t k t 2) 
= 2l-“(n + 1)~(#-(Q) 
~(n + k + l)! 
(c) This is proven similarly to (b). 
(d) This follows from Theorem 5(b) and from 
For n> 1 and k>O we put 
2”-’ - (n t 2k)! 
C n,k = (2k)! 
We have c,,~ = 1 by Lemma 5. Theorem 5, Lemma 5, and (2.7) imply 
cn,k G * 
(n+W =ge4-ke 
4kk!(n t k)! (7.3) 
ntl+ficqk c <* 
n+l+k ’ * nvk’ 
@+1+-\/i;) c74) 
n+k+l * ’ 
Furthermore, we have by Lemma 5 (E = E,,~ with [cl< 1) 
(n t l)(n t 2k)! 
1+&e 
4k+‘-“k!(n t k + l)! 
c n,k = 4k . k!(n + k + l)! (k + 1)(2k)! n! I ’ 
Since (2kk!(n t k t l)!)/((k + 1)(2k)!) increases for k < n and decreases for 
k > n, we obtain 
C (n+ l>(n+W j1 +E. 23+k-n]. n7k = 4k . k!(n + k + l)! (7.5) 
THEOREM 7. (a) IffE C”+*(Z), then 
2”-’ - n! E .-AY) = If(“‘tO>l t Otlln)llf’“+l’(0)l + d,,, 1, 
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where 
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d”,, = s:P If (n+ *‘(t)l (1 - t2)“‘2. 
(b) If f E M, possesses a Maclaurin expansin 
which is convergent for 1 z I< 1, then 
2”-’ ‘En-l(f)= 2 q,,kan+2k . 
k=O 
f tz) = ckm,O akZkT 
ProoJ (a) We have f (“j(t) = f ““(0) + tf(“+ “(0) + h(t) and 
< 4, - I,’ pn(f) . t . j; (1 - u*)-~‘* du, 
and 
jol @). f . j; (1 - u*)-“‘~ du 
< 2-” ’ 
’ n! 
-lo (l-u’)-“/*j’t(l -t2)n. ]l +\/(n+ l)(l -f’)/ dtdu 
u 
2-” 1 
=- 2(n+ l)‘Yl+n/2+ 
n! I 2n + 3 
* Y(n+W 
! 
21-n 
= nr 0( l/n). 
Using Theorem 2 and the triangle-inequality, and Lemma 5(a), we obtain 
> 2’-” 
,n! If’“‘(O)l-0 + 
I c Ii 
. 
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On the other hand, we have (using (7.1) and Theorem 2(d)) 
21-n 
=n! Ilf’“‘(O)l + WlNf’“+“(o>l + d,,,)I. 
(b) *En- I(f) = j;, Y,(t)f’“‘(t) dt 
V,,(t) tk dt, 
In general we needf““(t) # 0 on Z in order to apply Theorem 7(b). Iff’“‘(t) 
changes sign on Z, one often may use the following theorem (put d,,, = 
SUP, If (n+2k)(t)l . (1 - t2)“‘2 for n > 1 and k > 0). 
THEOREM 8 (n> 1; k> 1; 0<6,& 1; Y,&k>O) 
(a) IffE c”+2k(z) andf’“‘(t) + y,,kt2k > ofor Itl < 49 then 
k-l 
2”-’ . n!E “-1t.f) = c c,,, (n ;;m)!f’“-i”‘(o) 
m=O 
+ O(l)(l - ‘%)“‘4 * d,,, + o,(n-k)(y,,, + d,,,k). 
(b) Zf f possesses a Maclaurin expansion, 
f(z) = 2 amzm, 
m=O 
which is convergent for )z I < 1, and ifs (“j(t) > 0 for It I< 6,) then 
2”-‘En-lV)= g c,.,a,t2m + O(l)(l - 8:)“14 . d,,,/n!. 
m=O 
Remark. The first error term in (a) stems from the fact that we do not 
know the sign off (“j(t) for ) tl > 6,. The second error term comes in since we 
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replace the assumption f’“‘(t) > 0 by f’“‘(t) + yn,k tzk 2 0 for 1 tl < 6,. The 
last error term finally is a consequence of the truncation of the Taylor-series 
expansion off’“‘(t). The last two error terms may be written as 
2kI-(k + j) d 
* Y&k + r(2k) 
Proof (of Theorem 8). (a) We have 
If’“‘@>l <f’“‘@) + 2y,,kf2k, for ItI<&, 
G 4, . (1 - t*)-“‘*, else. (7.6) 
By Theorem 2(d), (7.6) and Theorem 5, and (7.4) we obtain 
o$E”-,If)-j;* V” *fwJ-;, P-“’ {If’“‘l -f’“‘} 
< Yn,k * 1’ 
--I 
V,(t) - t2k dt + d,,, j’ p&)(1 - f*)-“* dt 
8” 
21-n 
zn! (q-k). Lg 
I 
Yn,k + o((I - 6?!‘“) d,,, 7 
I 
since (by (1.5), (2.5) and (2.7)) 
’ 2”-1. n! 
I 
- ?‘,(t)( 1 - t*) -“‘* dt 
6” 
<\/;;I’ (1 -t2)““df<fi(1-6;)“‘4 * yn,4 < (1 - By4. (7.7) 
n 
Using Mclaurin’s expansion forf’“‘(t) we get 
d 
’ (2k:k1)! I 1, 
Qt) t2k- ’ 
5 
: (1 - u’)-~‘* du dr, 
d 
’ (2k:k1)! I 1, 
~Jt) ~~~(1 - t*)+* dc, 
where the last inequality follows by (1.5), (7.2), (2.5), and (2.7). 
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(b) By Theorem 2(d) we have 
et-m <jll v, If’“‘1 = jS” -6” 
VJ-‘n) + j
If1 >A” vn If ‘n’I 
= j’ -1 V”P) + I,,,,, v, * {If’“‘I -f’“‘}, n 
and therefore (the last inequality follows from (7.7)) 
wu.f)-j~, v”f’n’<j,,,,s VII If (“) I ” 
I 
I 
=G 4, 
6” 
r&)(1 - fZ)-n’2 dt < d,,, 
Remark. If Z = [-1, l] is replaced by [a, b], then Theorem 7(a) reads as 
follows 
En-A.f: [a, bl) 
= $ (L/2)“+’ . (If”% + 0(1/n)& If’“+“(c)l + L2D,,, I>, 
where 
c = (a + b)/2; L = (b - u)/2, 
and 
Dn.1 =suP&@ If’“+*‘(u)~ *(d(b - u)(u - u)/L)“. 
1. EXAMPLE. f(x) = IF. Theorem 7(a) yields 
2”-’ + n! E n-l(f) = I al” ’ (1 + oouln)h 
Using Theorem 7(b), we obtain 
and Theorem 8 implies, for example, 
n! 2”-’ - E,-,(f) 
4 
=l”l” * I1 + & 2) + 32(n +l)(n + 3) + 0,(n-‘1 . I 
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Similarly, we might treat the function f(x) = jg exr dg(t) with a monotonic 
function g, and obtain (for example) 
2. EXAMPLE. f(x) = cos ux with real o. 
Since f is an even function we have E,,,- ,df) = EZnp2(f). For 1 WI < 7r/2 
we deduce from Theorem 7(b) 
2*“-‘E,,-,(f) = uZn ,f C2n,k (2J;+w;,,& 7 
k=O 
(7.8) 
and from Theorem 8(a) (with k= 2, S,,, = 1, Y*,,~ = 0, d2n,k = a~*‘+~; 
observe (7.5) and w4 = O(w2)), 
2*“-‘(2n)! E 
o.12n 
2,-l(f) = 1 - w*n-‘/8 + O(w*/n*). (7.9) 
For IwI > 7r/2 we use Theorem 8(b) (with 6,, = 7r/(2w), and d2n,0 = co*“) or 
Theorem 8(a) (with k = 2, 6,, = 7r/(2w), y2n,k = 0, d2n,k = w*“+~) and this 
leads to an extra error term of the form (put q = 1 - (7r/(2~0))*) 
((o*“)/(2n)!) . O(q”‘*) in (7.8), and O(q”‘* + o”n-‘) in (7.9). 
We remark that (7.8) does not hold true for all w, since, for example, for 
n = 1 the value of the right hand side of (7.8) is 
a*. ’ I V,(t) cos wt dt = 20~ I ‘(l-t) cos w t dt = 2( 1 - cos o), -1 0 
and especially 0 if w = 2~. 
3. EXAMPLE. f(x) = eaxZ with a # 0. 
According to Lemma 4 this function is in the Markoff-class M,,. We 
apply Theorem 7(b) and obtain (let m z n"*) 
*2 *n--l . E 2~l(f) = ‘” ’ ,f ‘2n.k cn ykk,, 
k=O 
m-1 
=a n * -go -** + kzm . . . 1 =a”{Z+ZZ}. 
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Since ((2n + 2k)!)/(4k(2n + k)! (n + k)!) decreases in k, (7.3) implies (c,,,,)/ 
((n + k)!) < 8/(k!n!), and therefore n! . (II] < 8 + Cp=,, (lalk)/(k!) = 0,(1/n). 
From (7.5) we deduce for k < n”* 
n! 2kk! * C2n.k 
(n + k)! 
(2n+1)(2n+k+1)(2n+kt2)(2n+kt3)...(2nt2k) = 
2k(ntl)nt2)-+ztk)(2n+k+1) 
x { 1 t 0(2-“)} = 1 + 0 
and therefore 
m-l k 
n! *I= k=O +i-p Cl+ W*lnN- 
c . 
= exp(a/2) t O(1) 
I 
(]a]/2)” --$-c+~/* t + kzO $$I 
= exp(a/2) t O,( l/n). 
Thus, we obtained 
4. EXAMPLE. f(x) = xm with m > n. 
Similarly to (7.1), we have E,-2(~nf2k) = En-I(~n+2k). Now xntZk is in 
the Markoff-class M,, and therefore 
En-l(X”+2k) = y$:,! I’ V,(t) . P = 21-n . c,,k. 
* --I 
Using (7.4), we obtain the order of E,-,(xntZk), and using (7.5) we get 
E,- ,(x”+*~) with an exponentially small relative error, if 2k < n (see [7] and 
[8] for the case of L”“-approximation). Using Theorem 6 one could obtain 
E,-*(X”+*k) up t o a relative error of the form 0( l/n) for all k. 
5. EXAMPLE. f(x)=(x- t)";'/(n - l)! for fixed tE2. 
We have (by Theorem 2 or by Peano’s theorem) E, _ !(f) = V,(t). Thus 
the order of E,-,(f) is given by p”(t). 
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